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Abstrat

We present Monte Carlo simulations of hysteresis loops of a model of a magneti nanopartile with a ferromagneti

ore and an antiferromegneti shell with varying values of the ore/shell interfae exhange oupling whih aim to

larify the mirosopi origin of exhange bias observed experimentally. We have found loops shifts in the �eld diretion

as well as displaements along the magnetization axis that inrease in magnitude when inreasing the interfaial

exhange oupling. Ovelap funtions omputed from the spin on�gurations along the loops have been omputed to

explain the origin and magnitude of these features mirosopially.
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1. Introdution

Compoundmagneti strutures formed by a ferro-

magnet (FM) in lose ontat with an antiferromag-

net (AFM) show interesting proximity e�ets whih

are enhaned when going to the nanosale range [1℄.

Among them, one of the most studied phenomenon

is the displaement of the hysteresis loops along

the �eld axis observed in layered FM/AFM systems

and ore/shell nanopartiles when measured after

ooling in a magneti �eld, an e�et that has been

termed exhange bias (EB) after its �rst observa-

tion by Meiklejohn and Bean in Co partiles [2℄.

In spite of the intensive researh developed in the

last deades, there are still many open issues to be

understood and no lear-ut model has been able

to aount for all the observed phenomenology [3℄.

Several reent experiments based on spetroopi
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tehniques [4℄ have foused on the observation of

the magnetization reversal at the FM/AFM inter-

fae in di�erent layered systems sine it is widely

aepted that the magnitude of the exhange bias

�eld is related to the existene of unompensated

moments at the interfae. However, in nanopartiles

with FM ore/AFM shell struture, details about

the ore/shell interfae annot be aessed by these

tehniques and only indiret information about the

magneti order at the inerfae an be gained bymag-

netization measurements.

In this study, we present the results of Monte

Carlo simulations of hysteresis loops of an indi-

vidual ore/shell nanopartiles, whih, apart from

the usual shift in the �eld axis diretion, display

asymmetry between the positive and negative �eld

branhes and also shifts in the vertial diretion

as observed in some experimental systems [5℄. By

inspetion of the spin on�gurations during �eld

yling, we will show how this phenomenolgy is

related to the peuliar interplay between exhange
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oupling at the ore/shell interfae and the mag-

neti order of its unompensated spins indued after

the �eld ooling proess.

2. Model and Results

The details of model for the ore/shell partile on

whih simulations are based were already presented

in our previous studies [6℄, where the details about

the simulation protool used for the Monte Carlo

method an also be found. The simulations are based

on the following Hamiltonian:

H

kB
= −

∑

〈i,j〉

Jij ~Si · ~Sj −
∑

i

ki (S
z
i )

2 −
∑

i

~h · ~Si ,

where

~Si are lassial Heisenberg spins of unit mag-

nitude plaed at the nodes of a s lattie. In the �rst

term, the value of the n.n. exhange onstants Jij
depends on the spins belonging to di�erent partile

regions. At the ore, Jij is FM and has been �xed

to JC = +10 K. AF spins at the shell have JSh =
−0.5JC. The exhange oupling at the interfae [de-
�ned as those spinson the ore (shell) with at least

one neighbor on the shell(ore)℄ is JInt.
Hysteresis loops obtained for a partile with to-

tal radius R = 12a, surfae shell thikness RSh =
3a and JSh = −0.5JC, obtained after ooling from

above the Neél temperature of the AF shell in a �eld

hFC = 4 are shown in Fig. 1 (irles)for three values

of JInt. As an be learly seen in the upper panels

of the �gure, the loops display an inreasing shift

towards the negative �eld diretion with inreasing

values of JInt, demonstrating that the observane of

EB is related to the AF oupling of the shell spins

the ore spins at the interfae.

A detailed inspetion of the mirosopi on�g-

urations attained after the FC proess [6℄ revealed

that, inspite of the AF harater of the oupling be-

tween the shell spins and also between the interfaial

spins, a net magnetization omponent along the �eld

diretion is indued at the shell interfae due to the

geometrial symmetry breaking and the alignment

of groups of spins into the �eld diretion. This net

magneti moment generates loal �elds on the ore

spins that point into the same diretion as the ex-

ternal �eld, ausing the shift of the hysteresis loops.

This is further supported by the observation that

the hysteresis loops are shifted by the same amount

but towards the positive �eld axis when obtained af-

ter ooling in a �eld applied in a diretion negative
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Upper panels display the hysteresis

loops for a partile with radius R = 12 a obtained after FC

down to T = 0.05 in a �eld hFC = 4 (irles) and hFC = −4

(dashed lines) for three values of the exhange oupling on-

stant JInt at the ore/shell interfae. Lower panels show the

average magnetization projetion of the ore spins along the

�eld axis mC
n (squares) and the hysteresis loops for the om-

ponent of the magnetization transverse to the �eld diretion

Mtr (irles).

with respet to the measuring �eld (see for example

the dashed lines in Fig 1. for JInt/JC = −0.5,−1).
In addition, a lear asymmetry between the upper

and lower loop branhes developes with inreas-

ing values of the interfae oupling. This feature

an be more learly seen by looking at the aver-

age absolute value of the magnetization projetion

along the �eld axis through the reversal proess,

MC
n =

∑
i |
~Si · ẑ| displayed in the lower panels of

Fig. 1 for the ore spins. The origin of the loop

asymmetry an be traed by monitoring the values

the so-alled overlap q(h) and link overlap qL(h)
funtions along the hysteresis loops, that are a gen-

eralization of similar quantities ommonly used in

the spin-glass literature [7℄ and that are de�ned

as q(h) = 1
N

∑N

i=1
~Si(hFC) · ~Si(h) and qL(h) =∑

〈ij〉
1
Nl

~Si(hFC) · ~Sj(hFC) ~Si(h) · ~Sj(h), where in

qL(h) the summation is over nearest neighbors and

Nl is a normalization fator that ounts the num-

ber of bonds. An example of the �eld dependene

of these overlaps omputed only for the interfaial

spins is shown in Fig. 2, where we have separated

the ontribution of the shell and ore spins. A de-

parture of qL from unity is known to be proportional

to the surfae of reversed domains formed at �eld h
and, therefore, qL is sensible to the existene of do-

main walls. The sharp derease of qL for ore spins

and the symmetry of the peak around the negative

oerive �eld indiates uniform reversal. However,
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Field dependene of the link overlap qL
(a) and overlap q (b) funtions for the interfaial spins at the

shell (irles) and at the ore (squares) for JInt = −0.5JC.

the progressive redution of qL along the asend-

ing branh and the asymmetry of the peak around

the positive oerive �eld indiates the formation

of domain walls at the partile ore that sweep the

partile during reversal. The funtion q(h)measures

di�erenes of the spin on�guration at �eld h with

respet to the one attained after FC. Therefore,

the derease of q for the interfae shell spins when

reduing the magneti �eld indiates the existene

of a fration of shell spins that reverse dragged by

ore spins, while the onstany of q in the asending

branh reveals the existene of spins pinned during

ore reversal.

Clearly orrelated to the observation of EB and

the loop asymmetry, the loops experiene a shift

along the vertial (Mz) axis whih inreases with

JInt, as re�eted in Fig. 1 by the di�erene of the

Mz values in the high �eld region of the two loop

branhes or at the remanene points. The �eld de-

pendene of magnetization transverse to the �eld

diretion Mtr (irles in the lower panels of Fig.

1), indiates that Mtr has higher values for the de-

sending loop branh that in the asending branh,

and that Mtr inreases with JInt. Snapshots of the
spin on�gurations at the remanene points shown

in Fig. 3, show the existene of a higher amount of

ore spins with transverse orientation near the in-

terfae at the lower branh (Fig. 3b, d) than at the

upper branh. This is in agreementwith the results

of some experiments of oxidized partiles where this

vertial shift was also observed [5℄. Our simulation

results above, indiate that the mirosopi origin

of the vertial shift is the due to the di�erent rever-

sal mehanisms on the two loop branhes due to the

existene of unompensated pinned moments at the

ore/shell interfae that failtate the nuleation of

non-uniformmagneti strutures during the asend-

ing �eld branh of the loops.

We aknowledge H. Katzgraber for helpful

omments on overlap funtions and CESCA and

CEPBA under oordination of C
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Snapshots of the remanent spin on-

�gurations of the upper (a, panels) and lower (b,d panels)

branhes of the hystersis loops showing midplane ross se-

tions of the partile parallel (a,b) and perpendiular to the

z axis (, d) for the ase JInt = −JC shown in Fig. 1a. Dark

(light) blue ones represent ore (ore/interfae) spins while

green (yellow) ones are for spins at the shell (shell/interfae).
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